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Old mines and 
furnaces near Rudabánya

A piece of iron ore snapped app. 7-8,000 years ago

thMining tools from the 14-15  century

An item from the exhibition of the 
Ore and Mineral Mining 
Museum located at Rudabánya

The iron ore roaster of Rudabánya in around 1900

th
The seal of Rudabánya from the 14  century with 
mining tools and hammer. In the middle: Bishop 
St. Michael, guardian of the local church. The 
inscription on the seal: Sigillum civitatus Rudae, 
i.e. The seal of the town of Ruda.

 The Calvinist church of Rudabánya from the 
th14  century that has been rebuilt several 

times. There are fresco fractures and two 
tombstones; painted wooden ceiling from the 

The iron ore mine of Rudabánya in the 1920s

Telkibánya, MuseumTelkibánya, Calvinist church

The world-famous finding of the iron ore mine in 
Rudabánya: a 10 million-year-old primeval ape, called 
Rudapithecus, and important early step in the evolution 
of man. -

-  

equired for making tools and red earth rich in iron ores for cultic purposes.Rudabánya, located 27 km 
north to Miskolc, or rather the small Rudabánya Mountains, to the north-east of the settlement is the 
oldest mine in Hungary, but probably in Europe as well. The sedimentary iron ore deposits, which 
were also rich in secondary copper, came to the surface in several places. The first inhabitants of the 
area discovered it quickly and commenced exploitation and utilisation immediately.

Prehistoric men "produced" raw material (e.g. quartz porphyry) required for making tools and red 
earth rich in iron ores for cultic purposes.Rudabánya, located 27 km north to Miskolc, or rather the 
small Rudabánya Mountains, to the north-east of the settlement is the oldest mine in Hungary, but 
probably in Europe as well. The sedimentary iron ore deposits, which were also rich in secondary 
copper, came to the surface in several places. The first inhabitants of the area discovered it quickly and 
commenced exploitation and utilisation immediately.

Modern men recognised the formability and favourable characteristics of the easily available, high 
amount of native copper, and hammered it into awls and needles as early as 5500 BC. They also used 
other copper minerals (azurite and malachite) to make jewellery. Tests made with the most up-to-
date equipment proved what had only been presumed that the raw material of part of the early copper 
findings dug out in the Carpathian Basin originate from Rudabánya!

In the Copper and Bronze Age, native copper was excavated in an increasing quantity.

It was probably the Scythian people that first took advantage of the iron ore of the area, and then came 
th ndthe Celts (5 -2  century BC).

thAround the 6  century, the Slavs appeared in the area that continued to cultivate the iron mines and 
melted crude iron in their small bloomeries near Rudabánya and several other locations in the Sajó-
Bódva River area. The name "Ruda" in its name of Slovak origin and means " iron ore". They 
probably used it for the mine itself, but later the nearby settlement that was established in the Árpád 
Era adopted the name too. The name of the settlement is first mentioned in a charter dated 1299.

thMining was in bloom in the 14-15  century, when the settlement became a town due to its lead ore 
mines rich in copper and silver. In 1487, the upper Hungarian towns (Gölnicbánya, Szomolnok, 
Rudabánya, Jászó, Telkibánya, Rozsnyó and Igló) established an association. The silver town seal 

thwith the mining tools from the 14  century can still be seen today (the original is located in the 
National Museum), as well as the Calvinist church of early and late Gothic elements that was 
truncated to the third of its original size at the time of the Turkish invasion.

thIn the 16  century, due to the exploitation of the ore deposits and therefore the decrease of profit from 
mining and also because of the Turkish invasion, production started to go down abruptly, and the 
once blooming town degraded into a peasant village within a few decades. In the next three centuries, 
only minor mining and research activities were pursued here from time to time (e.g. the Gvadányi 

thfamily had a copper mine at the turn of the 17-18  centuries, and so did the tilting-mill owners of the 
thBükk Mountains in the middle of the 18  century).

Between 1880-1985, the settlement became known of its intensive, open-cast iron ore mining. In the 
last few decades, the ore milling processes were modernised, and magnetic roasting and separation 
technologies were used. Due to the readjustment of the borders after Trianon, it became the only iron 
ore mine of Hungary. In the 1970s, it only fulfilled 5-6% of the national demand.

Today, gypsum is extracted in the outskirts of the nearby Alsótelkes, keeping the thousands of years 
old tradition of mining alive. At Rudabánya, in a combustion plant built on the place of the former iron 
ore milling plant, refined gypsum is made of raw gypsum rock.

The Ore and Mineral Mining Museum located at Rudabánya provides a wide range of valuable 
information on the rich heritage of the area, where more than 250 mining items are held, as well as 
900 minerals and a huge archive. Its library holds 4,000 volumes. All year round exhibitions: The 
History of Ore and Mineral Mining in Hungary; The Minerals of Hungary; Tools from an Old Miners' 
Workshop; Open-air Exhibition.
(Address: 3733 Rudabánya, Petõfi utca 24. Telephone: +36 48 33 151)

We have to mention another former mining town still located in Hungary called Telkibánya, the 
Industrial History Collection of which may be seen at the Ore and Mineral Mining Museum located at 
Rudabánya.

In 1270, it was already know as part of the Füzér Castle. In the time of Róbert Károly, in 1341, it is 
known as a mine called "Teluky". Its mines used to yield gold and silver.

thIn the 14-15  century, the town of Telkibánya was one of the centres of precious metal mining in 
Hungary.

The building that holds the Collection is important from the perspective of industrial history: 
between 1825-1906, it was one of the first hard tile factories in Hungary. The al year round exhibition 
presents: Precious Metal mining in Telkibánya, Iron Ore Mining in Tokaj-Hegylja and Forestry in the 
Zemplén Mountains.; The Former Hard Tile Factory and the Products Used to Decorate Peasant 
Homes.
(Address: 3896 Telkibánya, Múzeum utca 34. Telephone: +36 46 388 502)

thRudabányácskawas also well known amongst the gold miners of the upper are in the 14  century. In 
the summer of 1974, students searched the past of the area with specialist help. Afterwards the area 
was cleaned of the rubble that accumulated during the centuries, the entrance was underpinned and 
rebuilt.

In addition to the availability of the proper types of iron ore, the large-scale spread of iron foundry was 
made possible mostly by the use of coal and later coke thus coal mining became an inseparable part of 
industrial iron production. Therefore the "Road to the European Iron Culture" should remember 
those who followed this trade, presenting their technical heritage whenever possible. The following 
places keep the memory of coal mining in our county: Rudolf bányaRudolf bánya FarkaslyukFarkaslyuk OrmosbányaOrmosbánya

RUDABÁNYA AND ITS VICINITYRUDABÁNYA AND ITS VICINITY
Memories from the mining history of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County
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